[Vasovagal syncope].
The nature of most syncopal episodes, previously unknown, was recently elucidated by new diagnostic techniques such as the use of the tilt test. The vasovagal syncope can be clinically diagnosed by means of the tilt test. The transitory loss of consciousness during prolonged orthostasis is typically associated with sudden hypotension and bradycardia, which are commonly preceded by relative tachycardia and by premonitory symptoms such as pallor, nausea, asthenia, yawns, hyperventilation, mydriasis, humming, lasting several minutes. The nature of the vasovagal reflex is now better understood: in subjects with vasovagal syncope, during prolonged orthostasis, it was observed a fall in the venous return, inducing an increased sympathetic drive to the heart (with positive inotropic and chronotropic effect) and a lower ventricular filling. The powerful contraction around an almost empty cardiac chamber induces the activation of ventricular mechanoreceptors, and through a reflex mechanism, a sudden increase in the vagal and a sudden reduction in the sympathetic drive. These autonomic changes are responsible for a sudden hypotension and bradycardia. The discussion is still open about the origin of the reduced venous return: it probably originates from a redistribution in the blood volume, due to a venous pooling in the lower limbs or from a reduced muscle tone, because many subjects with vasovagal syncope are slender and with less developed muscle apparatus. Others suggest that a reduction in the sympathetic drive to the vessels, responsible for a progressive hypotension in the minutes preceding syncopal episodes, is the origin of the reduced venous return. In this review a diagnostic pattern for the assessment of the vasovagal syncope is suggested. The medical history, clinical examination, electro- and echocardiogram, chest x-ray identify two main groups of patients (with or without cardiopathy) who will follow different diagnostic protocols. The therapy of vasovagal syncope, which is based on beta-blockers, scopolamine, dysopiramide and plasma expanders, is reviewed.